Review of the Rolfing® recipe Module 3
3-day-workshop for Rolfers™

Instructor: France Hatt-Arnold
October, Fri. 08 - Sun. 10, 2021 Munich
This workshop represents the second part of a review of the entire Rolfing® recipe. We will particularly
focus on sessions 8,9,10 and will learn to determine where to focus our work, combining questioning,
manual tests and movement analysis with your working partners. By exploring the diverse elements
that create a whole session, we will train different qualities of touch, from listening to informing fascia
at the requested layer, to finding ways to work with articulated touch, lying, sitting, standing and
walking.
Embodying the recipe in a deeper way aims at integrating gravity one step further in our organism,
such as to free the breathing and natural contra-lateral movement in walking and more specific
movement tasks.
The capacity to accompany a client in the negotiation of the “before” and “after” of a session will be
facilitated by our own experience of integrating gravity into every step of giving the session.
This workshop is part of a series of three modules covering the review of the entire Rolfing® recipe. It is
possible to participate in this module only.
The complete course aims to
 Bring security to your organism when you work by integrating gravity at every step of your
session
 Meet and manage client’s needs
 Determine where to work, bringing together Rolf Movement™ analysis and manual testings
 Find guidance and security in your touch by defining which are the necessary places to work on,
listening and informing fascia at the requested layers
 Create security in your choice of strategy for each session and adapt your decision making during
the course of the session
 Help clients negotiate gravity, lying, standing, sitting and walking
 Accompany clients to explore the “before” and “after” and address the meaning layer of clients’
needs
During this module participants will exchange their individual experiences with each other. Participant
input and questions are welcome – this is what gives life to the course!
The workshop is taught by France Hatt-Arnold:
I practice in Geneva, Switzerland since 1986. I am a Rolf Movement™
instructor for the Rolf Institute® since 1994 and a Rolfing® instructor
for the European Rolfing® Modular training since 2007. I was raised in
an environment of music & movement education. My research
towards gracious movement supported by a resilient and receptive
body has been anchored in the fascial work easing gravity flow, and
the integration of gravity into daily life’s general movement. Inspired
by Hubert Godard’s contribution to the Rolf Institute, I blended his
work and research to the Rolfing® and Rolf Movement™ tradition. I
teach regular Rolf Movement™ classes to clients, dancers, and
movement educators.
Refinement of touch that I gained in osteopathy classes lead me to
trust the wisdom of hands, one of the leading threads in my work.

